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A PROBLEMS: The aircraft data for January 1976 was not obtained due to
cloud cover. Next possible coverage will be in May 1976; This will not
have a significant adverse effect on the project.
B ACCOMPLISHMENTS: The five scenes shown in Table 1 have been selected
for use to interpretation of pre-project conditions. Two scenes have
been processed and one scene has undergone tonal classification for
forest type distribution.
	Date
	 _	
Scene ID
	
Nov 7T	 1 M9—
	5 Aug 75
	 16103
	
22 Aug 75
	 16041
	14 Jan 76	 16081
	
6 Feb 76	 16105
Table 1 Scenes Selected for Pre-Project Analysis
Effecti- comparison of interpreted information with ground truth will
require a cell-by-cell comparison of data displayed in the SYMAP format. a
The proggram format ,^Sed previously allowed for comparison of area stab s-
tics, Rn additional program capability has been written to allow for cell-
by-cell comparison. Testing of this program feature will begin soon.
	
}
	
	 A strip mosaic has been	 prepared for the project area using U-2, RC-10
color IR imagery. It will serve as a basis for display .of interpreted
results using this scale imagery.
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